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Staheli West, Inc. was founded by Dave
Staheli while managing Brent Hunter
Farms in Cedar City, Utah. The Summer
of 1994 was predominantly hot and
dry, and Dave had grown weary of not
having any natural dew. He was faced
with the decision to bale dry hay that
would shatter the leaves and lower the
value of the hay or continue to wait
and risk further loss of quality. After
seeking inspiration from above, he
recalled seeing a tortilla steamer at a
taco restaurant and the idea to apply
steam to hay was born. He grabbed a
box of dry hay from the field and took
it into the kitchen where he used his
wife’s pressure cooker to produce
steam. Dave was amazed at how
the steam softened the hay without
making it too wet.
In 1996, after much trial and error,
Dave successfully developed the first
steamer that would be placed between
the tractor and baler. It worked great

2010-NOW

Dave Staheli experiences a
very hot and dry summer. He
recalls seeing the workers at a
taco restaurant softening taco
shells with a tortilla steamer.
He uses his wife’s pressure
cooker to steam some dry
hay from the field. He was
amazed at the results.

and the results were even better. In
1998, Dave licensed the technology to
a major ag equipment manufacturer
to take the DewPoint to the market.
Dave worked with the manufacturer
for 8 years, and in 2006 Staheli West
received the license back. Dave went
back to the drawing board, and with
the original concept in mind, he
completely redesigned the DewPoint
machine. The DewPoint 6110 was
born and after two years of successful
operation, the machines were ready to
be brought to the market.

1996
1995

Dave developed the first
prototypes for three-string
balers. He eventually discovered
that the steam needed to be
applied right at the baler pickup
for optimal leaf retention.

The first steamer to
be placed between a
tractor and big baler
was developed and
successfully operated
in the field.

1998

The University of
Wisconsin was
commissioned to test
the effectiveness of
Dave’s hay steamer.
They found that
compared to baling at
night with good natural
dew conditions, that
baling with steam
during the day cuts leaf
loss by 58%.

2006-2008
Dave Staheli receives the
DewPoint license back and
with his original concept in
mind, he goes back to the
drawing board. The first
DewPoint 6110 is developed
for Brent Hunter Farms.

In 2010, Staheli West built the first
five machines in Hunter’s hay barn
for commercial sale, and the rest is
history. Today Staheli West is the world
leader in steaming forage crops and is
changing agriculture all over the world.
From all over the U.S. and Canada, to
Mexico, South America, and Australia,
Staheli West’s brand is recognized for
its innovative equipment.
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2010

After two successful
seasons with the 6110
prototype, the first five
machines are built in
Hunter’s hay barn for
commercial sale.

Since 2010, Staheli West
has sold DewPoint Hay
Steamers all over the
world. You can find
them on farms in the
U.S., Canada, Central
and South America, and
Australia.

Farmers using the DewPoint 6210 hay steamer can “DEW” more with less

DEWPOINT 6210

More Leaf
More Leaf: University studies show that baling with steam cuts
leaf loss by 58% compared to baling with a good natural dew.
“Steam re-hydrated bales indicated that leaf retention on the
stems was superior to that of bales formed with [natural] dew
rehydration.” – University of Wisconsin

More Yield
More Yield: Baling with the DewPoint 6210 means that more
leaves make it into each flake, which increases bale weight.
On average, baling with steam increases bale weight by 5-10%,
much of which is leaf that would have otherwise been lost.
Bale counts remain the same, but bales are heavier.
The DewPoint 6210 produces steam, which is
an extremely effective moisture medium for
controlled hydration of hay during the
baling process. The steam is injected
into the dry hay before the baler picks
it up and as it passes through the feed
chamber. The steam softens the hay
without making it to wet. Baling with
steam enables hay producers to bale
hay anytime the crop is sufficiently dry,
without the need for natural dew.

More Control

More Value
More Value: The DewPoint machine can increase the value of your
hay. Marketing is much easier when your bales are consistent
from the first to the last. Your customers will know what to
expect every time. With steam, a farmer can expect to have good
bale compaction, increased leaf retention, and a bale that has
good smell and color.

More Control: With the DewPoint 6210, farmers have more control
to work on their schedule, not mother nature’s. Farmers have
changed their management approach, because baling is no
longer the bottle neck. Harvest operations can be scheduled
better knowing that you can bale a set number of hours each day.

More Year-End Growth

Less Risk
Less Risk: The DewPoint 6210 lowers the risk of crop value loss
due to rained on hay or baling with dry conditions. Farmers no
longer have to make the choice between baling dry hay to beat a
storm or risking crop value loss due to rained on hay. We’ve had
customers bale over 500 acres in one day to beat storms.

More Year-End Growth: Because farmers can bale whenever
their hay is dry, they can cut, rake, bale their hay, and get water
back on their fields quicker. This adds valuable growing days
when the weather is warmest. Added growing days means that
farmers will realize higher yields at the end of the year.

More Productivity
More Productivity: With steam, farmers can bale quality hay
whenever their hay is dry, which increases their baling window
and makes them more productive. One DewPoint equipped
baler can replace 3-4 conventional balers depending on local
atmospheric conditions. That means less capital, fewer
maintenance expenses, and lower labor costs.
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More Leaf

DEW POINT 6210 STEAMER
More Yield
More Productivity
More Value
More Year-End Growth
More Control

See the DewPoint 6210 Buyer’s Guide
brochure for more details and
information on the DewPoint 6210.

Our story has been shaped and
continues to develop based on five key
elements

Less Risk

DewPoint for 2 & 3-String Balers
Staheli West is currently developing
a hay steamer specifically for 2 &
3-string balers. If you are interested
in receiving updates about the small
steamer and when they become
available, scan the QR code below or
visit www.staheliwest.com.

DewPoint for 2 & 3-String Balers
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STAHELI WEST STORY
Observation: Our perspective on
things around us is completely unique
to our personal life experience. The
variety of things we have seen in
everything we have ever done or
observed, regardless of how great
or small these may appear, may
be combined in a way only we as
individuals can understand.

Character, and Intelligence. He will
in many cases give us combinations
of our own experience to “Prime the
Pump”, but we must DIG and LEARN
through both formal and continuous
personal education, and through
practical application of what we learn.

company. From our employees, who
enjoy flexible work schedules, to the
machinery that we manufacture to
help you simplify your work schedule.
Our vision, “Changing Agriculture,
Changing Lives”, guides us in all
we do. “Raising individual, family,
and community standards while
revolutionizing the agricultural
industry” is our mission. With every
new supplier or employee, and
every new customer or dealership,
our family gets a little bigger. Our
greatest hope is that your association
with us makes your life better
and helps raise standards, in your
productivity, your profitability, your
work, your faith, and your family.

Motivation: The “Why” in what we do,
determines our joy in what we do and
how we do it. Pure motivation is fuel
that keeps us moving when things get
tough.

Inspiration: Someone above us knows
far more about everything than we do,
so it is wise to talk to Him often. He
also knows, and in many cases has
guided our experience and observation
to give us the ability to accomplish
things that no one else can do.

Application: Acting on what we
experience, receive, and learn,
creates an environment where all
these elements can work together to
develop solutions to many problems
and challenges we encounter in our
work and in our lives.

Education: God does not give us ALL
the answers. In His wise purposes He
wants each of us to develop Faith,

Staheli West, Inc. is a family owned
business and family is very important
to us. That culture runs deep in our

Dave Staheli
President,
Staheli West, Inc.
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MORNING

NOON

in the middle of the night

NIGHT

WHEN DO YOU DEW IT?

www.staheliwest.com
600 N Airport Rd, Cedar City
UT 84721
435.586.8002
or @staheliwest

Call for more information: 435-586-8002

